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Abstract—Recently, new requirements in video coding have
emerged. These requirements include bandwidth fluctuation, quality
of service and energy constraints. Typically, the encoder has a higher
complexity, requiring more energy consumption than the decoder.
A new paradigm in video coding, called distributed video coding,
enables a reversed complexity coding mode, where the decoder
requires more computational effort than the encoder. Distributed
video coding is based on the Wyner-Ziv theorem for separately
coding but jointly decoding correlated sources. A distributed video
codec can be used in power constrained scenarios, like in hand-held
mobile devices. We propose a mixed resolution framework based on
full resolution reference frames and spatial-reduction-based coding
of the non-reference frames. Improved rate-distortion performance
is achieved by enabling better side-information generation at the
decoder and better rate-allocation at the encoder. The framework
enables reduced encoding complexity by low-resolution encoding
of the non-reference frames, followed by Wyner-Ziv coding of the
residue. The quantized transform coefficients of the residual frame
are mapped to cosets without the use of a feedback channel. For that
purpose, a study to select optimal coding parameters in the creation
of the memoryless cosets is made. Furthermore, a correlation
estimation mechanism that guides the parameter choice process is
proposed. At the decoder, coset decoding is carried using the sideinformation to obtain a higher quality version of the decoded frame.
Results for the coding complexity and rate-distortion performance
are presented using the H.264/AVC codec. It is shown that the
proposed Wyner-Ziv coding mode is competitive. It allows a scalable
complexity reduction and supports a low-decoding-complexity mode.
Keywords-Distributed video coding; Wyner-Ziv; H.264; scalable
complexity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Digital video compression is necessary to perform an
efficient coding, either for storage or transmission of the video
signal. video compression can be defined as the reduction of
the data required to encode a sequence of frames. Currently,
most video coding standards are designed for broadcast-type
applications, where there is a single more powerful encoder
and various low-complexity decoders. Therefore, the encoder
requires much more computational effort than the decoder
[1], mainly due to mode search and motion estimation in
finding the best inter coding predictor.
However, new requirements in video coding have emerged.
Requirements such as bandwidth fluctuation, energy constraints and quality of service (QoS) can get to be as
important as the compression rate. The need for a scalable
video codec has increased. There are codecs with SNR (signal
to noise ratio) scalability for the H.264/AVC standard [2]–[4].
This extension is known as Scalable Video Coder (SVC),
and can achieve some of the new coding requirements. Other
coders with SNR scalability were previously presented [5]–
[7], and there is also a previous work in order to obtain and
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evaluate the theoretical limits of the rate-distortion (RD) performance for compression algorithms of video with adaptive
bit-rate [8].
Distributed source coding (DSC), has its roots in the theory
of coding correlated sources developed by Slepian and Wolf
[9] for the lossless case and Wyner and Ziv [10] for the lossy
case. It has recently become the focus of different kinds of
video coding schemes [11]–[19]. As mention before, digital
video standards have high-complex encoders [1]. On the other
hand, the decoder complexity is low following a broadcastoriented model. In scenarios where real-time encoding is
required within a limited power environment, it may be useful
to consider the distributed video coding (DVC) paradigm.
DVC operates with reverse complexity, which means that the
encoder complexity is shifted to he decoder. DVC fits the
scenario for power-constrained (mobile, hand-held) devices.
In realistic video communications using mobile powerconstrained devices, it is important to make some observations: (i) It may not necessary for the video encoder to
always operate in a reversed complexity mode, the DVC
mode may be turned on only when available battery power
drops; (ii) the complexity reduction should not be achieved at
a substantial cost in bandwidth; (iii) the decoder must support
a mode of operation where at least a low quality version
can be decoded immediately with low complexity, since the
video communicated from one mobile device may be received
and played back in real-time at another mobile device; and
(iv) while much of the prior work in DVC [12], [18], [20]
require a feedback channel, it is more practical to consider
blind case, where the decoder is not necessarily required
to attempt distributed decoding immediately after reception.
A framework without feedback channel allows DVC coding
across all power-constrained devices. However, it increases
the difficulty of choosing the correct coding parameters in
order to approach the Slepian-Wolf frontier.
Much of the prior work [12] addressing the reversed
complexity scheme, use periodic key frames, coded in INTRA
(I ) mode, with multiple motion-free Wyner-Ziv (WZ) frames
in between. Then, without motion estimation, the encoder
is substantially less complex than the decoder. However,
this framework limits the RD efficiency. One obvious way
to improve compression efficiency is to replace key frames
(I ) with conventional predictive P - or B - frames. However,
the quality of the side-information (SI) would still limit the
performance. In order to substantially improve the quality of
the SI generated at the decoder, a variation of this class of
methods [13], [21] transmits an auxiliary information for each
block coded to help the block matching process. Nevertheless,
the rate needed for the hash is often prohibitive. Another
approach [22] uses a highly compressed version of each WZ

frame, with zero-motion vectors, as a frame-hash to improve
the SI quality. However, the performance of all these methods,
in the no-feedback-channel case, is heavily dependent on the
accuracy of the rate-allocation mechanism. Some studies have
addressed the rate allocation problem for the motion-free WZ
architecture when a feedback channel is not employed [23]–
[25]. Normally, a simple difference between pixel values of
the original frame and a reference frame is used to predict
the bit error probabilities.
An alternative approach is to use spatial-reduction based
DVC [26]–[28]. Spatial-reduction can achieve lower complexity coding even in conventional codecs [29]. In the
particular case [26] that we explore in this paper, the key
frames are conventional I , P or reference-B frames coded
at full resolution. The intermediate WZ frames are coded
in two layers: a base layer coded at reduced resolution
followed by an enhancement layer that uses WZ coding of
the Laplacian residue. Such a mixed resolution framework
[28] can be implemented as an optional coding mode in
any existing video codec standards [1], [30]. The encoding
complexity is reduced through lower resolution encoding of
the intermediate WZ frames. At the decoder, if only the
low resolution (LR) base layer is decoded we will have
achieved low-complexity decoding at real-time. For decoding
the enhancement layer, we propose a motion-based multihypothesis SI generation method [31]–[33]. Other works have
used iterative SI generation techniques [34]–[36]. All of them
assume key frames are intra coded and the intermediate
frames are entirely WZ coded. A method for estimating
the correlation statistics is also proposed [37], [38]. An
optimal parameter choice mechanism in the creation of the
memoryless cosets [28], [38] is presented. It has been shown
[39], that for such decoding there should not be substantial
improvement if more complex channel codes were used.
Note that, DVC with spatio-temporal scalability has been
previously addressed [16]. The use of spatial scalability for
coding the key frames may degrade the RD performance at
full spatial resolution. Also, layered Wyner-Ziv codecs with
similar results to the MPEG-4/H.26L FGS has been proposed
[14], [15] based on recent theoretical results on successive
refinement of Gaussian sources for WZ coding [40]. However,
the framework of this work is different from the previous
works.
This paper is organized as follows. The framework is
described in Section II. The generation of the SI is introduced
in Section III, in Section IV we show how the parameters
for the coset generation are chosen based on the estimated
variances. We describe how the variances are estimated in
Section V. In section VI we discuss some modifications to
the entropy coder of the H.264/AVC, in order ti improve its
performance for the WZ layer. Finally, the implementation
results of the proposed method using the H.264/AVC codec
are presented in Section VII, followed by the conclusions in
Section VIII.
II. M IXED R ESOLUTION D ISTRIBUTED V IDEO C ODEC
The proposed complexity scalable framework is based on
non-reference WZ frames (NRWZ) [26], [28]. The complexity reduction is applied only to these NRWZ frames, which
are coded at low spatial resolution. On the other hand, the
reference frames are coded exactly at full resolution. The
LR base layer if formed by the NRWZ frames coded at LR

and the reference frames, the enhancement layer if formed
by the high frequency content of the NRWZ frames. If the
receiver decodes only the base layer, it can immediately
playback a lower quality version of the video with low
complexity, leaving full decoding of the NRWZ frames to
offline processing. The framework does not limit the number
of NRWZ frames between the reference frames. Ideally, the
number of NRWZ frames can be varied dynamically based on
the complexity reduction required and on the target quality.
Figure 1 depicts typical frame configurations. In Fig. 1(a),
the B frames of a conventionally coded sequence have been
converted into NRWZ B -like frames, while Fig. 1(b) shows
a similar sequence with lower complexity. Fig. 1(c) shows a
low delay case where NRWZ frames are used like P -frames.
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Figure 1. Different uses of NRWZ frames: (a) one B-like NRWZ frame
between reference frames; (b) two B-like NRWZ frames; (c) one P-like
NRWZ frames.

A. Encoder Architecture
In the NRWZ coding mode, shown in Fig. 2, all the frames
in the reference lists and the current frame are decimated by
a factor of 2n × 2n , where n can be selected based on a
complexity reduction target. Then, the LR current frame is
encoded, generating a reduction in the computational complexity and creating the LR layer bit-stream. The quantization
parameter used is the same as that corresponding to the
target quality for the frame. Note that the syntax element
object list for reference frames is also transformed into
an appropriate form for reduced resolution encoding. This
operation consists in reducing the resolution of the motion
vector field and/or mode decisions for the reference frames.
This enables not only Direct-B [1] prediction for B -frames
but also fast motion estimation at reduced resolution. In order
to create the enhancement layer, i.e. the WZ layer, the encoder
computes the difference between the full resolution original
frame and the interpolated reconstruction of the LR coded
frame, denoted the Laplacian residue. This residual frame
is sent to the decoder using a WZ coder. It is easy to see
that the encoder complexity for the NRWZ frame is reduced
proportionally to the decimation factor (with proper overhead
due to decimation, interpolation, and WZ coding operations).
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SI frame is denoted Y . After the block-transform of the
residual frame is computed, the coefficients X are quantized.
The random variable that represent the quantized coefficients is denoted by Q, which takes values from the set
ΩQ = {−qmax , −qmax+1 , ..., −1, 0, 1, ..., qmax−1 , qmax }.
Cosets are next computed on Q with modulus M to obtain
the coset random variable C as follows:
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B. Decoder Architecture
The decoder architecture is presented in Fig. 3. First,
the LR image is decoded and interpolated with the same
interpolator used at the encoder, generating the decoded
base layer. The base layer allows for real-time decoding
on power-constrained devices without drop in frame rate,
something that is not feasible in traditional temporal WynerZiv coding. The optional process of enhancement begins with
the generation of the SI that will be used to decode the
WZ information. In the enhancement process, the decoded
interpolated frame and the reference frames are used to create
what we call the semi super-resolution (SSR) version of
the current frame. Once the SSR frame is generated, the
interpolated LR decoded frame is subtracted from it. The
resulting residual frame is the actual SI frame to be used in
the WZ decoder. The WZ decoder decodes the WZ bit-stream
layer with the SI residual frame acting as a noisy version of
the original transmitted residual frame. The decoded residual
frame is finally added to the interpolated LR frame to obtain
the final decoded frame.

n

Q − M ⌊Q/M ⌋ ,
Q − M ⌊Q/M ⌋ − M,

Q − M ⌊Q/M ⌋ < M/2
Q − M ⌊Q/M ⌋ ≥ M/2
(1)

The values of C are taken from the set ΩC =
{⌊−(M − 1)/2⌋ , ..., −1, 0, 1, ..., ⌊(M − 1)/2⌋}. The QP and
M coding parameters are chosen based on an estimate of the
noise statistics between the side-information block and the
original one, based on a chosen model (see Section IV). In
this work, a combination of the number of bits spent to code
the corresponding residual block in the LR layer and an edge
activity measure in the coded block is used to estimate the
model parameters (see Section V).
If the quantization bin q corresponds to interval
[xl (q), xh (q)], then the probability of the bin q ∈ ΩQ , and
the probability of a coset index c ∈ ΩC are given by the
probability mass functions:
p(q) =

xh (q)

Z

fX (x)dx

(2)

xl (q)

X

p(c) =

X

p(q) =

q∈ΩQ ,ψ(Q,M )=c

q∈ΩQ ,ψ(Q,M )=c

Z

xh (q)

fX (x)dx,

xl (q)

(3)

where fX (x) is the pdf of X . Because the distribution p(c) is
symmetric for odd M , has zero as its mode, and decays with
increasing magnitude, the entropy coder for Q that already
exists in the conventional codec can be reused for C . We note
however that a special entropy coder designed specifically for
coset indices should be more efficient. In this work we modify
and existent entropy coder (CAVLC) in order to improve its
performance for the WZ layer.
If Y corresponds to the unquantized SI available only for
decoding, then at the decoder, the minimum MSE reconstruction function X̂Y C (y, c) based on side information y and
received coset index c, is given by
X̂Y C (y, c) = E(X|Y = y, C = c)
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Figure 3.
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C. Wyner-Ziv Coder
The Wyner-Ziv codec used here works in the block transform domain on the Laplacian residue frame. The model
assumes that the block transform coefficients, denoted by
random variable X , are Laplacian distributed with standard deviation σX . The corresponding coefficient in the

xl (q)

xfX|Y (x, y)dx

R xh (q)
xl (q)

.

(4)

fX|Y (x, y)dx

In the decoder, the same estimate for the model parameters
based on bit rate at the LR layer and edge activity, is obtained.
These model parameters not only yield the same QP and
M parameters applied during encoding, but are also used to
obtain the optimal reconstruction based on (4).
III. S EMI S UPER -R ESOLUTION
Our SSR method iteratively computes the super-resolved
frame followed by WZ decoding in multiple passes. A block
diagram of the process is shown in Fig. 4.
Let the interpolated LR reconstructed frame be F0 . Let
SS(F, F S) denote the SSR operation to yield a higher

Laplacian distributed transform coefficient with std. dev σX ,
Z is additive Gaussian noise uncorrelated with X with std.
dev. σZ , and 0 < ρ < 1 is an attenuation factor expected
to decay at higher frequencies. While this is a generalization
of the simpler model: Y = X + Z , rewriting as Y /ρ = X +
Z/ρ the same known estimation procedure [26], [28] can be
2
applied, simply replacing σZ
with (σZ /ρ)2 and Y with Y /ρ
during decoding. In the rest of this section, we review the
optimal parameter choice mechanism for the Y = X + Z
model.
Figure 4. SI generation. Iterate between side-information generation
and WZ decoding.

resolution version F HR of F based on the stored frames F S .
Also, let DW Z (RF, bW Z ) denote the WZ decoding operation
yielding a corrected version of the residual frame based on
our noisy version RF using the WZ layer bit-stream bW Z .
Then, iterative decoding comprises the following steps for
i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1:
FiHR = SS(Fi , F S)
Fi+1 =

DW Z (FiHR

− F0 , bW Z ) + F0 .

(5)
(6)

In the first iteration, similar to an example-based algorithm
[41], we seek to restore the high frequency information of an
interpolated block through searching in previously decoded
key frames for a similar block, and by adding the high
frequency of the chosen block to the interpolated one. The
past and future reference frames in the frame-store are lowpass filtered. The low-pass filter is implemented through
down-sampling followed by an up-sampling process. The
high frequency of the reference frames is the residue between
the original frame and its filtered version. If F denotes a
frame then F = L + H , where L is the decimated and
interpolated (filtered) version of F , while H is the residue,
or its high frequency.
A block-matching algorithm as described below, is applied
on the current decoded frame Fi , for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N −1, to
obtain the SSR frame FiHR . For every 8 × 8 block in Fi , the
best sub-pixel motion vectors in the past and future frames are
computed to minimize the sum of absolute differences (SAD)
between it and the low-pass filtered versions of past and
future frames, respectively. Let the best low-pass predictor
blocks be denoted as Lp and Lf in the past and future filtered
frames respectively. Then, if the SAD of the best predictor
computed for a block is lower than a threshold T , the block
is updated in the SSR frame FiHR as follows. Let Hp and Hf
denote the high-frequency components of the best predictor
blocks. Then in the first iteration, α∗ Hp + (1 − α∗ )Hf is
added to the corresponding block in the decoded interpolated
frame F0 to obtain the corresponding block in the superresolved version F0HR . In subsequent iterations, the block in
the current decoded frame Fi is completely replaced by the
unfiltered version of its best predictor: α∗ (Hp + Lp ) + (1 −
α∗ )(Hf + Lf ) to obtain the corresponding block in FiHR .
Further details can be found elsewhere [31].

A. Memoryless coset codes followed by minimum MSE reconstruction with side-information
The first step is to obtain expressions for expected rate and
distortion functions for the memoryless coset codes described
in Section II, for a given {QP, M } pair. Let RY C be the rate
assuming an ideal entropy coder for the coset indices, and
let DY C be the distortion given side information y and coset
index c. It can be shown [26] that their expected values are
given by:
E(RY C ) =
−
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=
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A viable coding choice is to just use zero-rate coding,
where no information is transmitted (i.e. QP → ∞ or
M = 1). Then the rate is 0 and it can be shown [26], that the
expected distortion based on optimal reconstruction using Y
alone is given by:
E(DY ) =

2
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B. Laplacian source with additive Gaussian noise
Using the model of a Laplacian source, X , with additive
Gaussian noise, Z , we have:

IV. C HOOSING C ODING PARAMETERS
In order to make an optimal choice of the quantization and
modulus parameters {QP, M }, we assume a general enough
statistical model: Y = ρX + Z [37], [38], where X is a
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The above moments will be used in the calculation of
E(RY C ) in (7). Further defining:
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Figure 5. RD curves obtained for σX = 1 and σZ = 0.4, (a) Constant
M and varying QP , (b) Constant QP and varying M .
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Given fX|Y (x, y), the moments mX|Y (x, y) can now
be calculated and used for computing E(DY C ) in (8) by
numerical integration. The erf () function can be evaluated
based on a 9th order polynomial approximation [42]. All
the expected rate and distortion values for a memoryless
coset code followed by minimum MSE reconstruction can
be evaluated based on these results in conjunction with
numerical integration of fY (y).
C. Optimal parameter choice and model prediction
The above results can be used to compute the RD points
for the set of all allowable {QP, M } combinations, using (7)
and (8). In Fig. 5, we present the RD points so obtained for
the specific case of σX = 1 and σX = 0.4. In Fig. 5(a) each
RD curve depicted as ′ Const M RD P oints′ is generated
by fixing M and changing QP at finely sampled intervals of
0.05. The case when QP → ∞ for any M corresponds to the
zero-rate case, and yields the RD point {0, E(DY )} where all
the curves start, with E(DY ) given by (9). Alternatively, this
point can also be viewed as the M = 1 curve. Figure 5(b)
shows exactly the same results using constant QP curves and
changing M , starting from 1 upwards. In both Figures, the
curve for regular encoding Q using Optimal Reconstruction
is depicted as ′ EC(Q) + Opt recon′ , where EC indicates
entropy coded. The curve corresponding to ideal Slepian Wolf
coding of the quantization indices (Q) followed by Optimal
Reconstruction is also shown (′ SW (Q) + Opt recon′ ). Note
that this curve represents the theoretical upper-bound performance of this framework.

From the Figures, it is obvious that not all choices for
QP and M are necessarily good codes, since they may

not outperform regular coding. However, as it can also be
seen from the Figures, if {QP, M } are correctly chosen,
coset coding can outperform regular entropy coding of Q
with Optimal Reconstruction. The sub-optimal choices for
the {QP, M } combination can be pruned out by finding the
Pareto-optimal set. These points are marked as ′ ×′ in Fig. 5(a)
and 5(b). One strategy for parameter choice is to choose the
closest Pareto-optimal point to a given target distortion Dt .
However, the strategy that yields superior RD performance
is to operate on the lower convex hull of the set of points
generated by all {QP, M } combinations. This set of points,
called the convex hull set, is a subset of the points in the
Pareto-optimal set and is generally much sparser. These points
are marked as ′ ◦′ in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b). In this work we simply
chose the closest Pareto-optimal point.

D. Distortion target matching
The goal of the distortion-matched parameter choice process can now be expressed in terms of (7) and (8). If QPt is
the target quantization step-size of regular encoding, used for
key frames, we note that it is advantageous, in our framework,
to specify the target distortion Dt in terms of QPt . The
expected distortion from regular encoding followed by MSE
reconstruction without SI is given by:
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(18)

where ki,F B are constants that vary for each frequency band.
These parameters are estimated by training based on the
training data.
(17)

From (17) we obtain Dt for a given QPt . Thereafter, we
search for the optimal code with distortion closest to Dt ,
but not exceeding it. In practice, this mapping from QPt to
{QP, M } can be pre-computed and stored in a normalized
table for a given σZ and σX = 1, for a range of QPt values in
small incremental steps. Further details about how to generate
these tables can be found elsewhere [28].
Reverting back to our Y = ρX + Z model, the following
look-up procedure based on a set of normalized tables is
used to obtain the {QP ∗ , M } combination corresponding
to a given QPt∗ , if the model parameters {ρ, σX , σZ } are
known. We simply have to (i) evaluate σZ /(ρ.σX ) to find the
normalized look-up table to consult from a set; (ii) find the
closest entry in it corresponding to target QPt = QPt∗ /σX ,
(iii) read off QP and M ; and (iv) scale QP to obtain the
final QP ∗ = QP × σX . The set of allowable QP values
will depend on the conventional codec used (H.264 in our
implementation).
V. C ORRELATED S TATISTIC E STIMATION
In this section, we propose a mechanism to estimate the
parameters {ρ, σX , σZ } in the encoder and decoder for our
Y = ρX + Z model within the proposed spatial scalability
framework [37], [38]. The estimated parameters will be used
to obtain the coding parameters {Qp, M } as described in the
previous section.
The model parameters are estimated per frequency band
(F B ) within a block, where an F B is defined as a diagonal
in a transform block. These models are trained based on
(X, Y ) pair training data collected from a set of training
video sequences for each F B and QPt , by running the base
layer encoder and SSR processing at the decoder for different
values of QPt in small increments.
2
- variance of Laplacian residual coeffiA. Estimation of σX
cients
2
The variance of a Laplacian residual coefficient (σX
) varies
from block to block within a frame. It not only depends on
QPt and F B , but also on the high frequency content within
the block. If the original frame has a high edge content
it is likely that the error between the decoded interpolated
version and the original one would be larger. Even though
the exact high frequency content in an original frame is not
available at the decoder, an edge activity measure, denoted
E , computed on the reconstructed LR block can be used
2
. E is computed
as an indicative parameter to estimate σX
as the accumulated sum of the absolute difference between
adjacent pixels along lines and columns of a macroblock in
2
to be
the decoded interpolated LR frame. We assume σX
proportional to QPt2 . Further, analysis of the training data
reveals that that it suffices to linearly model the variation of
2
σX
with E for each F B , so that:

B. Estimation of the correlation parameter
In order to estimate ρ, we use a simplified model assuming
that it only depends on QPt and F B :
ρ = f2 (QPt , F B).

(19)

If SF B,QPt represents the training data set for a given QPt
and F B , we estimate:
ρF B,QPt = argminρ

X

kY − ρXk2

(X,Y )∈SF B,QPt



(20)

C. Estimation of the variance of the Gaussian noise
2
We conjecture that σZ
for a macroblock in the enhancement layer is well indicated by the residual error rate R used
to code a co-located 8 × 8 block in the LR base layer. A
higher rate in the LR base layer indicates greater inaccuracy
of motion estimation at reduced resolution. Since R depends
on QPt , we can use normalized rate Rn = R × QPt2 in
2
order to remove the effect of QPt . We also assume σZ
to be
2
proportional to σX for a given F B and Rn , and the effect of
2
QPt and E to be subsumed within σX
. Further, the variation
2
of σZ
with Rn is linearly modeled for each F B , so that the
estimation model is simplified to:
2
2
= (k3,F B Rn + k4,F B )σX
σZ

(21)

Constants k3,F B and k4,F B are estimated by training based
on the training data, where for each (X, Y ) training pair, the
corresponding Z is computed as Y − ρX .
VI. E NTROPY CODER OF THE WZ LAYER
This section will describe the modifications done in the
context-adaptive variable-length coder (CAVLC) already existent in H.264. The parameters that need to be encoded are
the coded block pattern (cbp), that indicates which 8 × 8
block has non-zero cosets, and the residual data which is
coded in 4 × 4 blocks. The encoding parameters {QP, M }
are not transmitted, since they are selected at both ends using
information from the LR base layer. When it is chosen not
to send any cosets for an entire 16 × 16 macroblock no
information is written into the bit-stream, not even the cbp.
If, one or more F B are selected for cosets creation (M 6= 1)
for at least one 4 × 4 block within a 16 × 16 macroblock, then
the cbp of the macroblock is coded, as well as the residual
data. The cbp is encoded like in the conventional CAVLC,
using the intra prediction table.
The CAVLC entropy coder module in the H.264/AVC
codec is designed to encode zero-runs of the zig-zag ordered
residual blocks. The CAVLC takes advantage of several
characteristics of the residual quantized blocks. For example,
highest frequency non-zero coefficients are often sequences
of ±1, therefore the CAVLC encodes the number of highfrequency ±1 (trailing ones) in a compact way. CAVLC
encodes the residual block in the following order:

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

the number of non-zero coefficients and trailing ones,
the sign of each trailing one,
the levels of the remaining non-zero coefficients,
total number of zeros before the last coefficient,
each run of zeros before each non-zero coefficient.

We will now detail the modifications made in three of the
above steps for the coding of the WZ layer. Note that these
modifications are used for encoding the AC coefficients. The
DC coefficients are encoded as in regular CAVLC, separately.
A. Number of coefficients and trailing ones
The CAVLC encodes both the number of non-zero coefficients and the number of trailing ones as one codeword.
CAVLC choses among four look-up tables. Three of them
are variable-length code tables and the fourth is a fixed-length
code table. The choice of the table depends on the number of
non-zero coefficients on the previously coded upper and left
blocks. The first variable-length code table is biased towards
small numbers, the second towards medium numbers, and the
third towards larger numbers. The fixed-length code assigns a
6 bits word to each code. When encoding the cosets we have
as additional information the maximum number of non-zero
cosets in a 4 × 4 block. In other words, when M 6= 1 during
coset creation. This number will be referred as maxC . With
the value of maxC , we can modify each of the 3 variablelength code tables. Instead of just 3 different tables, we can
create 3 different table groups. Each table group includes code
tables with decreasing number of codes entries, hence shorter
codes. The number of entries will be limited by maxC .
B. Coefficient Levels
The level of each remaining non-zero coefficient is encoded
starting from the highest frequency and going back towards
the DC coefficient. In order to encode the levels there are
7 different tables, that are selected based on the last coded
level as follows:
1) Initialize encoding with the first table;
2) encode the highest non-zero level;
3) if the value of this level is larger than a predefined
threshold, use the next table for the next level.
For the cosets we have the information of the modulus
M used to create a particular coset in a F B . A high value
of M indicates that it is probably better to use a table for
medium or high level values. Therefore, if M is larger than
a threshold (10 in our implementation), then encoding starts

using the second table instead of the first.
C. Total number of zeros
The total number of all zeros preceding the highest nonzero coefficient is encoded after encoding the levels. There
are 15 different code tables used to encode the total number
of zeros. Each table depends on the number of non-zero
coefficients. Similar to the case of encoding the number of coefficients and trailing ones, when encoding the enhancement
layer, we have the information of the maximum number of
cosets maxC . This information also indicates the maximum
value of the total number of zeros. Then, new tables can be
created in addition of the original tables in the CAVLC coder
in order to encode the total number of zeros.

VII. R ESULTS
The described framework and the proposed SI generation method were implemented on the KTA software for
extensions to the state-of-the-art standard H.264/AVC [43].
Results for the H.263+ version can be found elsewhere [27],
[28], [32], [38]. For the simulations we used fast motion
estimation, with the CAVLC entropy coder for the base layer
and D-CAVLC for the WZ layer, without RD optimization
(RDO). We also used search range of 16, 2 reference frames,
and spatial direct mode type for B -frames. The decimation
factor used for the NRWZ frames was 2 × 2 (half resolution).
During the RD tests, the training for the estimation models
for {σX , σZ , ρ} described in Section V, was carried using 15
frames from each of three different sequences (Silent, Mobile
and Foreman). The results presented use all 300 frames
for sequences: Coastguard, Akiyo, Foreman, Hall monitor,
Soccer and Mother-and-Daughter.
In Table I, a comparison of the encoding time between
the conventional H.264/AVC and the proposed Wyner-Ziv
mode is presented. All the coding tests were made on an
Intel Pentium D 915 2.80 GHz Dual Core with Windows
OS. The WZ mode was set to operate in IbP bP , IpP pP
and IbIbI modes where b frames indicate NRWZ B -like
frames at half resolution and p is a disposable NRWZ P -like
frame, also at half resolution. For conventional H.264/AVC,
pd frames refer to disposable P frames [1]. It can be seen
that the mixed resolution IpP pP mode reduces the total
encoding time by 37% compared with conventional encoding
in Ipd P pd P mode. Note that if encoding of an NRWZ p
frame at half-resolution is exactly quarter of a disposable pd
frame for conventional H.264/AVC, the complexity reduction
would be 37.5%. For the IbP bP mode we achieved a 42%
reduction in total encoding time over conventional IBP BP .
Even lower encoding complexity can be achieved using intra
key frames, e.g. in a IbIbI mode, where a reduction of 63%
is achieved over conventional IBIBI .
Table I
E NCODING T IME COMPARISON FOR C OASTGUARD CIF SEQUENCE .
(ME: M OTION E STIMATION )

Total time (sec)
ME time (sec)
Total time (sec)
ME time (sec)
Total time (sec)
ME time (sec)

H.264-Ipd P pd P
259.61
201.12
H.264-IBP BP
319.61
249.02
H.264-IBIBI
170.95
132.78

MR-DVC mode-IpP pP
163.41
129.12
MR-DVC mode-IbP bP
184.06
142.8
MR-DVC mode-IbIbI
63.08
32.44

In Table II we show percentage of bit rate reduction in the
WZ layer by using the D-CAVLC compare to regular CAVLC
RD results for the IbP bP mode are presented in Fig. 6 for
Foreman and Akiyo sequences. Using the mean PSNR as an
objective measure [44]. It can be observed that the reversedcomplexity WZ mode is competitive. In Fig.7, we compare
the performances of our WZ codec in IpP pP mode against a
conventional H.264 codec in IpP pP mode for Mother-andDaughter and Container sequences. It can be observed that,
at low rates for many sequences, the SI and especially the
WZ modes outperform conventional H.264/AVC in average
PSNR, mainly due to accurate SI generation applied to the

Table II
B IT R ATE G AIN F OR THE WZ BIT- STREAM

Mother−Daughter CIF: IpPpP
44.5
44

Bitrate Reduction
5.91%
3.25%
2.50%
7.01%
2.02%
2.43%
1.98%
2.05%
1.51%

43.5

Mean PSNR (dB) − YUV

Sequence
Foreman
Mobile
Soccer
Coastguard
Silent
Mother-Daughter
Hall Monitor
Container
Akiyo

43
42.5
42
41.5
41
40.5

H.264/AVC
Base Layer
MR−DVC

40
39.5
50

100

150
200
250
Rate (Kbps) @ 30 fps

mixed resolution framework.

Container CIF: IpPpP
43

42

42

41

Mean PSNR (dB) - YUV

Mean PSNR (dB) − YUV

350

(a)
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43

300
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Akiyo CIF: IbPbP

45

Figure 7.
PSNR results for Y U V components at IpP pP mode.
Comparing conventional H.264 at IpP pP mode, the low-resolution base
layer, and proposed Mixed Resolution DVC.

44
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Figure 6. PSNR results for Y U V components at IBP BP mode.
Comparing: conventional H.264; the LR base layer after up-sampling;
and proposed Mixed Resolution DVC.

For a final comparison, in Fig. 8, we compare our WZ
coding mode, working in IbIbI and IbP bP modes, against
one of the most popular WZ architectures: the Discover codec
[45]. The simulations for the DISCOVER codec were carried
with and without RDO, with fast motion estimation, CAVLC
entropy coder, and working in IZIZI mode where Z means
a WZ frame coded entirely by a Wyner-Ziv coder. It is also
important to note that the DISCOVER codec uses sequence
dependent QP tables to have a uniform subjective quality
through the whole sequence. The DISCOVER currently only
works for the luma component. Also, it uses a feedback channel which is not used by the proposed architecture. In terms of
complexity, using RDO, the DISCOVER codec takes about
165 seconds to encode the key frames of an entire CIF
sequence in average, which makes the encoding complexity

comparable to our scheme without RDO in IbP bP mode.
However, without RDO, the DISCOVER codec can encode
the key frames in approximately 20 seconds. Our mixed
resolution architecture does not achieve such low encoding
complexity as indicated in Table I. Nevertheless, as it can
be seen in Fig. 8, the proposed architecture achieves better
RD performance for the Hall Monitor CIF sequence. For
the Soccer CIF sequence DISCOVER outperformed our WZ
codec only in IbIbI mode, it is important to note that the
DISCOVER codec uses a feedback channel and sequence
dependent quantization tables, while our architecture does the
rate-allocation automatically.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a mixed resolution WynerZiv video coding framework, and proposed a motion-based
semi super-resolution side-information generation mechanism, and a mechanism for selecting coding parameters based
on a statistical correlation estimation. Along with a specific
entropy coder. The side-information generation and WynerZiv layer decoding are iteratively carried in order to allow for
better performance of the Wyner-Ziv decoder. Our WynerZiv coding mode does not use a feedback channel. Hence,
a correlation estimation method was proposed in order to
choose the right coding parameters. The results show that
our mixed resolution framework is competitive and allows
reduction of encoding complexity, irrespective of the implementation of the core encoder. It may even outperform regular
coding at low bit rates, with lower encoding complexity. Our
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PSNR results for Y component. Comparing the mixed
resolution framework with other WZ architecture.

architecture also enables a low complexity decoding mode if
only the base LR layer is decoded.
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